Owing to the two-parameter central extension of the planar Galilei group, a non relativistic particle in the plane admits an extra structure, which yields noncommuting coordinates. For a particle moving in a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane, the two parameters combine with the magnetic field to provide an effective mass. For vanishing effective mass the phase space admits a two-dimensional reduction, which represents the condensation to collective "Hall" motions and justifies the rule called "Peierls substitution". Then Geometric Quantization yields the wave functions proposed by Laughlin to describe the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect.
Introduction
The rule called "Peierls substitution" [1] says that a charged particle in the plane subject to a strong magnetic field B and to a weak electric potential V (x, y) will stay in the lowest Landau level, so that its energy is approximately E = eB/(2m) + ǫ, where ǫ is an eigenvalue of the potential eV (X, Y ) alone. The operators X and Y satisfy, however, the anomalous commutation relation [X, Y ] = i eB .
Similar ideas emerged, more recently, in the context of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect [2] , where it is argued [3] that the system condensates into a collective ground state. This "new state of matter" is furthermore represented by the "Laughlin" wave functions (20) below, which all belong to the lowest Landau level. (For details on the QHE see, e.g., [4] ).
Dunne, Jackiw, and Trugenberger [5] justify the Peierls substitution by considering the m → 0 limit, reducing the classical phase space from four to two dimensions, parametrized by non-commuting coordinates X and Y , whereas the potential V (X, Y ) becomes an effective Hamiltonian. While this yields the essential features of the Peierls substitution, the justification of the m → 0 limit is still rather heuristic. In this Letter, we derive a similar model from first principles, namely taking advantage of the fact that, in 2 + 1 spacetime dimensions, the Galilei group admits a 2-parameter central extension, with cocycle labeled by a new "exotic" invariant, κ, in addition to the mass, m, [6, 7, 8, 9] . Let us recall that the elementary particles correspond to irreducible, unitary representations of their symmetry groups. According to the orbit method and geometric quantization, these representations are associated with integral coadjoint orbits of the symmetry group [10] ; the idea of Souriau [11] was to view these orbits as abstract substitutes for the classical phase space, he calls the space of motions.
Applied to the planar Galilei group, we find that for a free particle the usual equations of motions hold unchanged and κ only contributes to the conserved quantities, (4). More importantly, it yields non-commuting position coordinates, see below. Minimal coupling to an external gauge field unveils, however, new and interesting phenomena, which seem to have escaped attention so far. The interplay between the internal structure associated with κ and the external magnetic field B yields in fact an effective mass m * . For vanishing effective (rather than real) mass, we get some curiously simple motions, which satisfy a kind of generalized Hall law, Eq. (9) below. For a constant electric field the usual cycloidal motions degenerate to a pure drift of their guiding centers alone. Such motions form a two-dimensional submanifold of the four-dimensional space of motions. Reduction to this subspace is the classical manifestation of Laughlin's condensation into a collective motion. Then geometric quantization [10, 11, 12] of the reduced model allows us to recover the Laughlin wave functions.
Exotic particle in the plane
First we construct a classical model for our "exotic" particle in the plane. Following Souriau [11] , (advocated also by Crnković and Witten [13] ), the fundamental space to look at is the space of solutions of the equations of motion, he calls the space of motions.
One starts with the manifold V of positions r, velocities v, and time t, referred to as the "evolution space"; this space is naturally endowed with a closed two-form σ that encodes the dynamics. Then, the space of motions, M, is the quotient of V by the characteristic foliation ker σ yielding the equations of motion. This approach allows us to avoid the use of formalisms like, e.g., acceleration-dependent Lagrangians [9] and/or Dirac constraints. For the reader who is not familiar with Souriau's framework, it may be helpful to realize that σ is locally of the form dθ. The "Cartan" 1-form θ [11] is, in fact, the "Lagrange oneform" L dt of Faddeev and Jackiw [14] , and can be used for a variational calculus on the evolution space with classical action θ. Then, the associated Euler-Lagrange equations require that the tangent vectors to the classical motions belong to ker σ. Now, as discovered by Lévy-Leblond [6] , the planar Galilei group admits a 2-parameter central extension, with symplectic cocycle parametrized by two real constants m and κ (see, e.g., [15] ). The new invariant κ has the dimension ofh/c 2 . The coadjoint orbits of the doubly-extended Galilei group coincide with those of the original singly-extended one, because the extension is central. They carry a modified symplectic structure, though. The interesting ones are those associated with the mass m > 0 and κ = 0; they are symplectomorphic to M = T * R 2 (with coordinates (v i ) and (q i )) endowed with the noncanonical twisted-in-the-wrong-way symplectic 2-form
Owing to the new term in (2), the Poisson bracket of the configuration coordinates is nonvanishing, {x, y} = κ/m 2 . For these orbits, the evolution space is V = M × R, endowed with the 2-form
It is readily seen that the characteristic foliation ker σ of the modified presymplectic structure (3) yields the equations of free motions, viz δ r = v δt and δ v = 0, despite the presence of the new invariant κ. The 2-form (3) on V flows down to M as ω in (2) along the projection ( r, v, t) → ( q, v), where q = r − vt. The space of free motions is hence M, endowed with the symplectic form ω. For completeness, let us mention that σ is invariant with respect to the natural action of the Galilei group on V whose "moment map" [11] consists of the conserved quantities
These same quantities were found before (see [7, 8] ), using rather different methods. Let us observe that, owing to the modified symplectic structure, the angular momentum  and the boosts k in (4) contain new terms (which are, however, also separately conserved). By construction, they satisfy the commutation relations of the doubly-extended planar Galilei group which only differ from the usual ones in that the boosts no longer commute, {k i , k j } = κε ij , cf. [6, 7, 8] .
Coupling to an external electromagnetic field
Let us now put our charged particle into an external electromagnetic field F = ( E, B). Applying as in [11] the minimal coupling prescription σ → σ + eF , the system is now described by the 2-form
on the evolution space V. The key point lies in the behavior of characteristic foliation of the 2-form (5): unlike in the free case, singularities may show up. A short computation shows that a tangent vector (δ r, δ v, δt) belongs to ker σ if
If the effective mass m * is nonzero, the third equation is automatically satisfied; the middle one becomes m
and the foliation is 1-dimensional (since δt remains arbitrary). However, for κ = 0 the velocity δ r/δt and the "momentum" v are different (not even parallel), and it is the latter which satisfies the Lorentz equations of motion (7) with effective mass m * .
If, however, the effective mass m * vanishes, i.e., when the magnetic field B takes the critical (constant) value
then the foliation ker σ given by (6) suffers singularities. In the generic case, δt = 0 and we get curious "motions" with t = const, and thus instantaneous propagation. This is unphysical, and we argue that the system actually condensates into another state. Indeed, we can still have δt = 0 in (6), provided v i = (eκ/m 2 )ε i j E j . But this latter condition, together with Eq. (8), astonishingly reads
This generalized Hall law requires that particles move with "momentum" v perpendicular to the electric field and determined by the ratio of the (possibly position and time dependent) electric and the (constant) magnetic fields.
Assume from now on that the electric field E = − ∇V be time-independent. On the three-dimensional submanifold W of V defined by Eq. (9), the 2-form (5) induces a well-behaved presymplectic 2-form σ W of rank 2. Upon defining
one readily finds that
where the (reduced) Hamiltonian takes the form H = eV ( r) + m| E| 2 2B 2 . The second term here represents the drift energy. The equations of motion (given by ker σ W ) are simply
confirming that the Hamiltonian descends to H = W/ ker σ W , the space of Hall motions. The latter is two-dimensional and endowed with a symplectic 2-form we call Ω, inherited from σ W . Easy calculation shows that ∂H/∂Q i = e∂V /∂r i = −eE i , hence
where ( Q, t) → (X, Y ) is the projection from W to H obtained by integrating the equations of motion. At last, one finds that the coordinates X and Y on H have anomalous
In conclusion, we have established via Eqs (13) and (14) the classical counterpart of the Peierls rule.
Hall motions
Let us assume henceforth that the electric field E is constant. The equations of motion are readily solved. For nonzero effective mass m * , i.e., when the magnetic field does not take the critical value (8), one recovers the usual motion, composed of uniform rotation (but with modified frequency eB/m * ) plus the drift of the guiding center.
When the magnetic field takes the critical value (8) and when the constraint (9) is also satisfied, velocity and "momentum" become the same, v = δ r/δt, so that the constraint (9) requires that all particles move collectively, according to . . . Hall's law ! This is understood by noting that for vanishing effective mass m * = 0, the circular motion degenerates to a point, and we are left with the uniform drift of the guiding center alone. The reduced space of motions H (we suggestively called the space of Hall motions) can now be described explicitly. It is parametrized (see Eqs (10) and (12)) by the coordinates (X, Y ) ≡ (R i ),
The constraint (9) implies now that δ v = 0; the induced presymplectic 2-form on the three-dimensional submanifold W is hence simply eF . The symplectic structure of the space of Hall motions is therefore
The coordinates X and Y have therefore the Poisson bracket (14) . The symmetries and conserved quantities can now be found. Firstly, the ordinary space translations ( r, v, t) → ( r + c, v, t) are symmetries for the reduced dynamics, since they act on H according to R → R + c. The associated conserved quantities identified as the "reduced momenta" are linear in the position and time; they read
(Their conservation can also be checked directly using the Hall law (9)). The reduced momenta do not commute but have rather the Poisson bracket of "magnetic translations",
The time translations ( r, v, t) → ( r, v, t+τ ) act on H according to
which is a combination of space translations. The reduced Hamiltonian is (see (13) ):
and is related to the reduced momenta by H = − E × P /B. The remaining Galilean generators  and k are plainly broken by the external fields. (The system admits instead "hidden" symmetries, as it will be discussed elsewhere).
It is amusing to compare the reduced expressions with the conserved quantities p and h associated with these same symmetries acting on the original evolution space V "before" reduction. We find p = m v + − → P and h =
where the velocity is of course fixed by the Hall law. The reduced expressions are hence formally obtained by the "m → 0 limit", as advocated in Ref. [5] . It may be helpful to indicate the relation of our construction to the Hamiltonian reduction of Faddeev and Jackiw [14] . The restriction to the t = const phase space of the presymplectic form σ in (5) is a closed two-form, ω. The generic case m * = 0 above arises when ω is regular, while ω being singular means precisely (8) . In their language, our reduction amounts to eliminating the velocities by the constraint (9) to yield X and Y as conjugate variables and H as the Hamiltonian, as seen by writing σ W in (11) as dΘ with Lagrange (Cartan) form Θ = 1 2 eB ε ij Q i dQ j − Hdt.
Quantization of the Hall motions
The quantization is greatly simplified by observing that the space of Hall motions is actually symplectomorphic to that of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with cyclotron frequency eB/m. The standard results [10, 11, 12] of geometric quantization can therefore be applied. Let us assume that we work on the entire plane and introduce the complex coordinate . Choosing the antiholomorphic polarization, spanned by∂, yields the wave "functions" as half-forms ψ(Z,Z) √ dZ covariantly constant along the polarization, i.e., such that Dψ = 0. This yields
with f (Z) holomorphic,∂f = 0. The the inner product is given by f, g = H f (Z)g(Z)e −|Z| 2 /2 Ω. We recover hence the "Bargmann-Fock" [16] wave functions proposed by Laughlin [3] , and by Girvin and Jach [2] to explain the FQHE. These wave functions span a subspace of the Hilbert space of the "unreduced" system and, indeed, represent the ground states in the FQHE [4] .
(The details of the projection to the lowest Landau level are not yet completely clear, though [17] ). The quantum operator associated to the polarization-preserving classical observable of the form u(Z,Z) =Za(Z) + b(Z) are readily found [10, 12] . For example, the quantizationẐ of the obervable Z needs the computation of the symplectic gradient X Z of Z which is found as X Z = −2i∂. We obtain, likewise, XZ = 2i∂. Then, according to geometric quantization, Zψ = (−i∇ X Z + Z)ψ, or,Ẑψ = (−2D + Z)ψ. In the same manner, we find Z ψ = (2D +Z)ψ. This yields for the complex momenta P = Z and P = Z
Quantization of the space of polarization-preserving observables takes Poisson brackets into commutators; in particular, we have [ Z , Z ] = 2, so that ( Z, Z , 1) span the Heisenberg algebra, just like their classical counterparts.
Being a combination of translations, the reduced Hamiltonian (19)-different from the usual oscillator Hamiltonian-becomes H = (ĒZ + EZ)/(2B), once we have put E = √ eB(E 1 + iE 2 ). Its quantum counterpart is found asĤ = (ĒẐ + EẐ)/(2B) with the help of (21). (See also [2] .) For an electric field in the x direction, for example,
where a = E e/B. (The delicate problem of ordering does not arise here, since our reduced Hamiltonian is polarization preserving). The eigenfunctions ofĤ in (22) are readily found; they are of the form f (Z) = Ae −(Z−Z 0 ) 2 /4 associated with the (real) eigenvalue ǫ = aZ 0 . This is consistent with the standard results. Setting indeed x 0 = Z 0 /(2 √ eB) which corresponds to the peak of the gaussian wavefunction, we get ǫ = eEx 0 ; adding the ground-state energy eB/(2m) and the drift energy m| E| 2 /(2B 2 ), the usual formulae [4] are recovered. We conclude that the Peierls rule is confirmed also at the quantum level, at least for a linear potential.
Discussion
In the spirit of Dirac, we believe that "it would be surprising if Nature would not seize the opportunity to use the new invariant κ." While it plays little rôle as long as the particle is free (and this may well be the reason for which it did not receive so far the attention it deserves), it becomes important when the particle is coupled to an external field: albeit the classical motions are similar to those in the case with κ = 0, it yields effective terms which allow for the strange reduction we found here. This curious interplay between the "exotic" structure and the external magnetic field is linked to the two-dimensionality of space and to the Galilean invariance of the theory. The physical origin of κ is, perhaps, the band structure. In a solid the effective mass can be as much as 30 times smaller than that of a free electron. Mathematically, the second extension parameter arises owing to the commutativity of planar rotations-just like exotic statistics of anyons [18] . The term 1 2 κ ε ij dv i ∧ dv j has indeed been used to describe relativistic anyons [19] ; our presymplectic form (3) may be a non-relativistic limit of that in Ref. [19] , when their spin, s, is identified with our "exotic" parameter κ. Actually, starting with the trivially extended Poincaré group (Poincaré)×(identity), group contraction yields the doubly-extended Galilei group. Similarly, our minimally coupled presymplectic form (5) is the non-relativistic limit of that in Ref. [20] .
